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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper we suppose that X is a real, Hausdorff locally 
convex linear topological space and that 3 is a filterbase of subsets of X. 
We write “cl” and “conv” for the “closure” and “convex hull” operators on 
subsets of X. 
DEFINITION 1. We write core 9 for the subset n (cl convF : F E 91. 
We define the core of a sequence or a net in X to be the core of the associated 
filterbase. 
The core of a sequence of complex numbers is discussed in [3], Chapter 6. 
Our definition extends the definition given there. If X = R, then core 
F = [lim inf 9, lim sup 91. In Sections 2 and 6 we discuss the general 
properties of core g, with particular reference to weak compactness. In 
other sections we discuss applications to the theory of infinite matrices, 
giving, in particular, criteria that (in the notation of [7]) Pa > 0, P, > S, 
P,>L,Qa>O,Qa>SandQa>L. 
2. PROPERTIES OF THE CORE 
We write x’ for the dual space of X, and w and m for the weak topology 
w(X, X’) and the Mackey topology m(X, X’) of X. 
EXAMPLE. Let X = I1 and {x,},~~ be the sequence (e(l), - e(l), t+), 
- &a ,...} of elements of X. Then core{x,},>, = (0) but it is false that 
x, + 0. 
* This research was supported in part by NSF Grants GP-5578 and GP-8394. 
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Motivated by the phenomenon displayed in the above example, we make 
the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2. We say that 9 is corevergent if core F f o and, for all 
neighborhoods U of 0 in X, there exists F E P such that F C core 9 + U. 
(We say that a sequence or net in X is “corevergent” when the associated 
filterbase is). 
REMARK. If 3 is corevergent than, for all neighborhoods P’ of 0 in X 
there exists F E 9 such that cl conv F C core 9 + V. (Take U a convex 
neighborhood of 0 in X such that U + UC I/. There exists F E 9 such that 
F C core 9 + U hence, since core 9 + U is convex, conv F C core fl + U. 
Consequently cl conv F C conv F + U C core 9 + U + U C core 9 + V.) 
THEOREM 3. If x E X, 9 -+ x o S is corevergent and core 9 = {x}. 
PROOF. Immediate. (For (5) we use the fact that the closed convex 
neighborhoods form a base at x.) 
THEOREM 4. (a) If there exists G E 9 such that cl G is compact then 
core S r~ cl G # o and 9 is corevergent. (Compare [5], V. 7.43, p. 439.) 
(b) If X is$nite dimensional and core 9 is bounded and nonempty then S 
is corevergent. (In particular, if core F = {x} then S + x. Compare with the 
example above.) 
PROOFS. (a) {clFnclG:F~F} is a filterbase of compact sets. Hence 
n{clFnclG:FE~}f o. It follows thatcoreFnclG+ o. IfUisa 
convex, open neighborhood of 0 then 
n{clFnclG:FEP}CcoreFCcoreF+ U. 
Since core 9 + U is open, there exists F E 9 such that 
cl(FnG)CclFnclGCcore*+ U 
hence (since F n G E St) 9 is corevergent. 
(b) Let S be a bounded closed sphere in X such that int S 3 core 9. 
n {cl conv F n bd S : F E F’> = core F n bd S = m hence, since the sets 
cl conv F n bd S are compact, there exists G E 3 such that 
clconvGnbdS= @.ButclconvGnintS1corefl#f andclconvG 
is connected, so it follows that cl conv G C int S. Hence cl G is compact 
and the result follows from (a). 
REMARK. Even if 9 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4(a), it does not 
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follow that core 9 is compact. Let X = {x : x E 1s , x, = 0 for all but a finite 
number of values of n} with the topology induced from the weak topology of 
I, and G = {e(l), e@),...} C X. Since e(“) -+ 0 in X as n -+ co, cl G is compact 
in X. If 9 = (G} then Sr satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4(a) though 
core9 = cl conv G is not compact. On the other hand, if the bounded 
closed sets in X are m-complete and 9 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 
4(a) then, from Krein’s theorem, cl conv G is compact hence core 9 is com- 
pact. 
For any F C X, cl conv F is the same for all locally convex topologies on 
X that give x’ as dual. Hence core 9 depends only on the pairing X, X 
and not on the exact topology on X. This statement is made more precise 
by the following result. 
THEOREM 5. Let JZI f KC X. The-n (a), (b) and (c) are epuiwalent. 
(a) K C core S 
(b) For all x’ E x’, sup(K, x’) < inf,,, sup(F, x’) 
(c) For all x’ E x’, (K, x’) C core(F, x’), where (9, x’) is thefilterbase 
on R, {(F, x’) : F ES=}. 
PROOFS. (a)oforallFES,KCclconvF: 
from the bipolar theorem: 
o for all F E 9, x’ E x’, sup(K, x’) < sup(F, x’) 
o for all x’ E X’, F E 9, sup(K, x’) < sup(F, x’) 
-3 (b)- 
If we change x to -x in the above we obtain also 
(a) o for all x’ E X’, inf(K, x’) > supFE9 inf(F, x’) 
and, combining this with the result already proved, 
o for all x’ E X’, (K, x’) C [sup,,, inf(F, x’), 
inb SUP<& x’>l 
- (4. 
LEMMA 6. We suppose that {y,.},.>l is a sequence in a normed linear space 
(X9 11 - II> and we write Hal for the q-e {yl , y1 , y2 , yl , y2 , y8 ,...I. For 
each k > 1 we suppose that xk E X and that Ij xk - zk 1) < l/k. Then 
core{xk}k,l = cl conv{yr : r > l} and {x~}~,~ is corevergmt. 
PROOF. We write K = cl conv{yr : r > l} and we define d : X --+ R by 
d(x)=inf{llx-yll:yEK} (x E X). 
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For each r > 1 there exist arbitrarily large K such that zk = yr and hence 
I/ xk -yr 11 < l/k. It follows from this that y,. E core{xk}R>r and, since 
core(xk}k>l is closed and convex, that K C core{xk}k>r . 
For each k > 1, /I xk - zk 11 < l/K and so d(xk) < l/k. Hence, for all 
p>l,{xk :K~p}C{x:x~X,d(x)~l/p}.But(x:x~X,d(x)~I/p}is 
closed and convex, hence 
core{xk)k>l c cl conv{xk : k > p> c Ix : x E x9 d(x) < :I . 
Since this is true for all p > 1, 
(1) 
core{xk}k>l c (x : x E x9 d(x) = o} = KS 
It follows from (1) that {xk}kar is corevergent. 
3. INFINITE MATRICES: INEQUALITIES INVOLVING P, 
We use the notation of [7] and suppose that a is an m-matrix. In this 
section we shall prove some general results that contain necessary and 
sufficient conditions that P, > 0 and P, > S. For purposes of illustration, 
we consider the statement “Pa > 0”. This means that 
for all x E m, li~+~up C a,,x, > 0. 
VSN 
(2) 
If a is a shrinker ([7], Definition 14) then (2) is clearly satisfied. On the other 
hand, if y E II , y f 0 and ukn = (- l)ky, then (2) is satisfied but a is not 
a shrinker. We shall return to this topic in Corollary 12. 
DEFINITION 7. We write “YOW core a” for the core (in Zr) of the sequence 
, We say that a is row coreveygent if row core a # @ and the sequence 
P*)Jiral * a,, k>l IS corevergent in the topology of 11 + l/r . If K is a nonempty bounded 
subset of lI and x E m we write TK(x) = sup(K, x). TK is a sublinear func- 
tional on m. 
LEMMA 8. (a) If D # KC l1 
K C row core a o for all x E m, sup(K, x> < P,(x) 
(b) IjcyEh 
y E row core a 0 for all x E m, (y, x) < P,(x) 
(c) If b is a regular, almost positive m-matrix, 
row core ba C row core a. 
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PROOF. (a) is immediate from Theorem 5, and (b) is a special case of (a). 
If x E m, Pba(x) = P,(Ax) (f rom [7], Theorem 18) < L(Ax) = P,(x). Hence 
(c) follows from (b). 
DEFINITION 9. We shall say that a matrix b is a c-matrix if, for all k, n EN, 
b,, >, 0, for all k E N, {n : n E N, b,, f 0} is finite and &Nbkn = 1 and, for 
all n E N, {k : k EN, b,, f 0} contains at most one element. A c-matrix 
is a regular almost positive m-matrix. 
THEOREM 10. The following four conditions on a nonempty bounded subset K 
of II are equivalent. 
(a) There exists a c-matrix b such that row core ba = cl conv K and ba is 
row-corevergent. 
(b) There exists a regular almost positive m-matrix b such that row core 
ba = cl conv K. 
(4 TK<P,. 
(d) cl conv KC row core a (or, equivalently, K C row core a). 
PROOF. It is immediate that (a) = (b) and it follows from Lemma 8(a), (c) 
that (b) + (d) o (c). It remains to show that (d) =z- (a), Since Z1 is a separable 
metric space, K is separable with the induced metric. Let {y,.}ral be a sequence 
in K, dense in K and {z~}~~~ be as in Lemma 6. 
For each k, n EN, zK E K C cl conv{a,, : r > n}, hence there exists a 
finite convex combination xk of {a,, : r > n} such that I/ X~ - Z~ /I1 < l/k. 
It is now easy to construct a c-matrix b such that, for all k E IV, 
From Lemma 6, row core ba = cl conv(yr : Y 3 I} = cl conv K and ba 
is row-corevergent. 
COROLLARY 11. The following four conditions on y E II are equivalent. 
(a) There exists a c-matrix b such that lim,,,(ba),, = y in II . 
(b) There exists a regular almost positive m-matrix b such that row core 
ba = {y}. 
(4 (Y, *> < pa * 
(4 Y E row core a. 
PROOF. Take K = {y} in Theorem 10. 
COROLLARY 12. P, > 0 o there exists a regular almost positive m-matrix 
(or a c-matrix) b such that ba is a shrinker. 
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PROOF. This is immediate from Corollary 11 with y = 0. 
COROLLARY 13. P, > So there exists a regular almost positive m-matrix 
(or a c-matrix) b such that 
PROOF. We write K = {-} and the result follows from Theorem 10 since 
Tx=SandK=clconvK. 
4. INFINITE MATRICES: INEQUALITIES INVOLVING Qa 
In this section we consider questions similar to those discussed in the 
previous section, but with “Pa’, replaced by “Qa”. We write 7 for the map: 
I1 -+ Z1 defined by 7(x1 , x2 ,...) = (0, x1 , xa ,... ). (T is the adjoint of u : m -+ m.) 
DEFINITION 14. We shall say that an m-matrix a’ is a padding of a if 
there exist integers j, , j, ,... 3 0 such that, for all K EN, a& = &ak.+ . 
LEMMA 15. If a’ is a padding of a then QZa > P,, . 
PROOF. If, for all tZ EN, a;, = +ak* then, for all x E m, 
Q&9 = liy+yp 3;: (+‘ak* , x> 
> l$I%Up (Tif+ak* , X) = P,,(X). 
THEOREM 16. We suppose that K is a nonempty bounded subset of II . Then 
Qa > TK + there exists a padding a’ of a such that P,* > TK . (3) 
PROOF. (+) is immediate from Lemma 15. Now Q,, > TK is equivalent to 
for all x E m, sup (K, x) < inf sup sup (Tiak* , x). (4) 
p>l k>p i>O 
For each p > 1 we write F, = (T’ak* : k 3 p, j 3 0} and we write 
9 = {F, : p 2 I>. Then we can rewrite (4) as 
for all x E m, SUP W, X> < & SUP (F, X> 
and, from Theorem 5, this is equivalent to 
K C core .9=. 
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We construct (yr}r>i and {~~}~>i as in the proof of Theorem 10 (d) 3 (a). 
For all K, n E N, zlc E K C cl convF, , hence there exists a finite convex 
combination xk of (&a k* :j > 0, r > n} such that 11 xk - zb iI1 < I/k. It 
is now easy to construct a c-matrix b and a padding a’ of a such that 
From Lemma 6, row core ba’ = cl conv K and so, from Theorem 10 
(b) =, (4, P:, > TIC. 
REMARK. We can easily deduce from Theorem 16 criteria that Qa > 0 
and Qa > S. Details are left to the reader. (3) is false if “TK” is replaced by 
an arbitrary sublinear functional on m. For instance, if alen = 821e,n then 
Qa > L but there is no padding a’ of a such that P,* > L. We take this matter 
up again in the remark following Corollary 21. 
5. INFINITE MATRICES: INEQUALITIES INVOLVING L 
We start this section with a technical lemma of independent interest and 
we shall then prove some general results that contain necessary and sufficient 
conditions that P, > L and Qa > L. 
LEMMA 17. We suppose that F is a jlterbase of subsets of R. We write 
Then 
lim sup 9 = sup inf E. 
Ed 
PROOF. We suppose that h E R and X > lim sup 9 = inf,,,, supF. 
Then there exists F E g such that h > sup F. For any E E &, E n F f ,GS 
hence h > inf E. Consequently h > supEEd inf E. It follows from this that 
lim sup 9 3 sup 
Ed 
inf E. 
If, on the other hand, X E i? and X < lim sup 9 then, for all F ES’, 
X < sup F. Hence (A, co) E 8. Consequently X < supEEI inf E. It follows 
from this that 
lim sup 9 < sup inf E. 
Ed 
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COROLLARY 18. We suppose that {xn>nal is a sequence in R and we write 
Q = {J : J C N, J is infinite}. Then 
lim sup x, = sup inf xi. 
n--n JEW id 
PROOF. This is immediate from Lemma 17. 
DEFINITION 19. If f : N---f N we write f?(f) for the matrix such that 
ef hz = h&n * 
THEOREM 20. We suppose that K is a nonempty bounded subset of l1 . Then 
(a) P, > L + TKo for all J E V there exists f : N -+ J such that 
Pa-,(t) > TK . 
lb) ,o,>L + Ttc-- 
for all J E $7 there exists a padding a’ of a and f: 
N-+1 such that Pa,-,(t) > TK - 
(5) 
PROOF. We shall prove (b), since (a) is similar but simpler. If (5) is true 
then, 
for all J E V there exist a’ and f such that 
hence 
for all J E V there exist a’ and f such that 
hence 
for all J E V there exist a’ such that 
for all x E m, P,,(x) 2 i$ xi + T&j 
hence, from Lemma 15, 
for all _I E V, 
for all x E 171, Q@(X) 2 i$ xi + T&9 
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i.e., 
for all x E m, Q&9 2 ;yg ii:fxi + T&l 
i.e., from Corollary 18, 
for all x E m, Qa(x) 3 L(x) + TK(X). 
We have proved that Qa > L + TK , giving (-). 
Conversely, if Qa > L + TK then, from Corollary 18, for all x E m, 
inf sup sup (7jak* , 
@>I k>p j>O 
4 3 yg i$ xi + T&), 
i.e., 
forall JE% and xEm, 
(6) 
For each J E V and p > 1 we write 
FDJ = {Tjak* - $, : k > p, j 3 0, i E J}, 
and we write 
FJ ={FDJ:p > l}. 
Then, from Theorem 5, (6) is equivalent to 
for each J E ‘$7, K C core SrJ. 
For each / E V we now proceed as in Theorem 16 and find f : N + J, a 
padding a’ of a and a c-matrix b such that 
row core b(a’ - 0( f )) = cl conv K 
and hence, from Theorem 10 (b) 3 (c), 
Pa,-SW > TK . 
COROLLARY 21. P, > L o for all J E $7 there exists f : N - J such that 
P,-,tf) > 0. Qa > L o for all J E V there exists a padding a’ of a andf : N -+ J 
such that Pa,...e(r) > 0. 
PROOF. Immediate from Theorem 20 with K = (0). 
REMARK. We refer back to the remark following Theorem 16. If 
akn = ask,% and a’ is any padding of a then a’ = 9( f ), where f : N + N 
satisfies 
for all k E N, f(k) 3 2k. 
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Clearly n $f(N) f or arbitrarily large n, so by taking a suitable string of zeros 
and ones for x we can arrange that P,(x) = 0 and L(x) = 1. Hence P,, > L. 
It can be verified directly that Qa = L. 
The gist of the above example is that “for all J there exists a’ such that” 
is not equivalent to “there exists a’ such that for all J”. 
6. THE CORE AND WEAK COMPACTNESS 
In this section we shall discuss some relationships between the core and 
weak compactness. We use the notation of Section 2. 
THEOREM 22. Let G C X and x, , x2 ,..., E X. 
(a) G is w-relatively compact + if 9 3 G then core 9 # 0. For (b) and 
(c) we suppose that the bounded closed subsets of X are m-complete. 
(b) Gisw-relatively compact o if y1 , yz ,... E G then core{y,},>, # 0. 
(4 c% : n 3 1) is w-relatively compact o for all subsequences {z%}~~~ of
bJn>1 > cor+4n~l f 0. 
PROOFS. In all three parts (3) follows from Theorem 4(a). 
Hczw :;A “,,,PP ose that Z is an ultrafilter of subsets of X and 
F = {U n G : U E 2, U is w-open) 
is a filterbase and 3 3 G. By hypothesis, there exists x0 E core F. We sup- 
pose x’ E x’, E > 0 and we write 
u= 1 x:xEX,(X-xXo,Xt)>~ . 2 1 
Since x,, $ cl conv U 3 cl conv(U n G), U n G $ F hence U 6 Z and, 
since Z is an ultrafilter, 
It follows easily from this that &? --+ x,, in w. Hence w cl G is w-compact and 
so G is w-relatively compact. 
(b) (t) If G is not bounded then there exists x’ E X’ such that 
sup(G, x’) = 00. If ym E G and (m, x’) > n then, from Theorem 5, 
corebJn > 1 = a. Hence G is bounded and so cl conv G is m-complete. Hence 
([6], 17.12, p. 159) there exists a sequence {~~}~~r in G and a w(X’, X)- 
relatively compact sequence {x~},~, in X’ such that the two limits 
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lim, liw(rm , 2;) and lim, lim,(y, , &) exist and are different. It follows 
easily from this and Theorem 5 that core{yn}nal = m . 
(4 (-=) If CT7 : n > l} is not w-relatively compact then, from (b) (e), 
there exist yr , yz ,... E {x, : n 3 l} such that core(y,},>, = ia. If yn = xk, 
then $ -+ 00 as n + CO, for if there existed arbitrarily large n such that 
k, = K,, then we would have ylc, E core{y,},3, . Hence {x,},~~ and {Y&>~ 
have a common subsequence {~,}%~i . The result follows since 
corehA2, C core(y,),~, = 0. 
REMARKS. (a) is presumably known but is not in print in any of the 
obvious places. (See however [l], Chap. IV, Section 1, Ex. 9, p. 60 and [2], 
Chap. 1, Section 10, Ex. 1, p. 109.) (b) is a “relative” version of [4], Corollary 
2 (Go C), p. 51. The filterbase analog of (c) is false: if X is a nonreflexive 
Banach space and 9 is the filter of neighborhoods of 0 then, for all F E 5, 
F is not w-relatively compact, however if 8’ is any refinement of P, 
core &’ = (0) f m. (c) fails if we drop the completeness condition on X. 
We take time out to discuss an example of this. 
We write A’ for the family of all ultrafilters of subsets of N. (A! can be 
identified with ,BN.) If % E A and x E m then lim, x exists. We define 
:m+R by p%(x) = lim, x (x E m): then * If 
g= {J : J C N, J 3p} for some p E N then lim, x = x,: we Ritz ey for p* 
in this case. We say that @ E A is free if it is not of the above form for any 
PEN. 
(a) If %, a1 E A? and @ # @r then there exists J E %\4, . (If % C a1 
then, since % is maximal, @ = Q, .) 
(B> If@, @I ,-a. , qfi ~&are distinct then there exists J E %\(el u **a u 9Yn). 
(For each i = 1 a** n there exists Ji E~Y\@~. We take J = J1 n *** n J,, .) 
(r) {pq : @ E A’} is a linearly independent set in m*. (This follows 
from (PI. If+, + Gel + *-+ + Anpen = 0, where @‘, %1 ,..., %n are distinct 
and F is as in (/I) then evaluating at x = xF gives us that X = 0.) 
(S) We suppose that %,,(E A) is free and we write X for the subspace of 
m* generated by (CL* : % E .A!, 9 f eO} with the topology w(m*, m). 
pgO($ X) is a cluster point of {~,),>r in m*, hence clx(cn : 11 3 1} is not 
compact in X. On the other hand, if f : N + N is a strictly increasing function 
the sets A = (f(2n - 1) : 7t > l} and B = {f (2n) : 12 3 1) are disjoint. So 
either A$eo orB$@,,. We write ]=A or B so that J$%,,. Since Jis 
infinite, there exists *I E A, %r free, such that @I 3 J. Clearly &1 # a,, and 
a1 3 {f(n) : tl > I}. It follows from this that /*@ E X and that p* is a cluster 
point of {E,(~)}~>~ (and, in particular, pel E cor~{qn)},&. ’ 
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7. INFINITE MATRICES: WHEN THE Row CORE IS EMPTY 
In the situation of Lemma 8, it may happen that row core a # (2( but row 
core ba = ia. For instance, if ukn = (- 1)” Sl(k+l),z)l,n and b,, = Sak,n then 
row core a = (0) but row core bu = 0. In this section we discuss under which 
conditions on a this can arise. 
DEFINITION 23. We shall say that the m-matrix a is a u-matrix if the series 
CncN 1 ukn 1 converges uniformly in k, that is 
inf sup c 1 +n 1 = 0. 
PEN kEN n>g / 
LEMMA 24. (a) If a is a u-matrix and b is an m-matrix then bu is a 
u-matrix. 
(b) If a is a u-matrix, row core a # o and a is row corevergent. 
PROOF. We write M = suphcN &EN / b,, 1 -==C CO. If E > 0 we choose 
p EN such that supkeN CnaD 1 ukn 1 < E/(M + 1). Then 
= SUP c c I bhlc 1 1 ukn 1 
hm kENn>P 
Hence bu is a u-matrix. 
(b) If a is a u-matrix then, from [5], IV.8.10, p. 293 (see also [5], IV.13.4, 
P* 3391, @k* : k > 1} is relatively compact in Zr . The required result follows 
from Theorem 22(e). 
THEOREM 25. The following conditions on un m-matrix a are equivalent. 
(4 a is a u-matrix. 
(b) For all m-matrices b, row core bu # 0 and bu is row corevergent. 
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(c) For all matrices b of the form 0( f ), where f : n + N is strictly increasing, 
row core ba f a. 
PROOF. It is immediate from Lemma 24 that (a) 3 (b) and it is trivial 
that (b) 3 (c). If a is not a u-matrix then, from [5], IV.8.10, p. 293 again, 
{aR* : k > I} is not w-relatively compact in Z1 hence, from Theorem 22(c), 
there is a subsequence of {ak*}k21 with empty core. Consequently (c) + (a). 
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